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OBJECTIVE

To seek a Challenging and demanding job in a company
that will provide opportunities to apply my current
skills to the fullest as well as opportunities to acquire
new skills in order to keep up with the dynamic
industries.

PERSONAL DETAILS

Date of Birth : 18/05/2000

Marital Status : Single

Nationality : Indian

Father's Name : D.Chandran

SKILLS

◉ I can Install any type of OS (Windows , Linux & MacX)

◉ Ability to learn workflow of any
Softwares/Application

◉ I can make a website load faster as possible by
minimising the contents delivery

INTERESTS

System Administrator

Full Stack Web Developer

Application Pentesting

LANGUAGE

◉ Tamil

◉ English

ACHIEVEMENTS & AWARDS

◉ Secured Certificate for participating Swatch Bharat
clean India Camp

◉ Participated in TECHNOTRIX DEBUGGING
competition conducted by the college and won third
prize in debugging

◉ Secured Certificate for participating in DEBUGGING
competition in XAVION Event conducted by Pioneer
College

2015

2017

2020









EDUCATION

Hindu Higher Secondary
School
SSLC 
75.6%

Hindu Higher Secondary
School
HSC 
56.41%

CMS College of Science and
Commerce
Bachelor of Computer
Application 
64%

COMPUTER LANGUAGES

</> Java & JavaScript

</> Python

</> Flutter

</> HTML5 & CSS

HOBBIES

◉ Playing Cricket

◉ Listening to Music

◉ Surfing the Internet

PROJECTS

Wikipedia - API
◉ Wiki  - API ( Application Programming interface ) is
an python app to 
fetch information from Wikipedia for a specific query.
◉ We can use this API in any application to show up
the query. For 
example we can use the API in an book sale
application to show up the author details of book.
◉ This API deliver the result in JSON format.
◉ This is an python app build with flask framework &
it requires Wikipedia PIP package.


